
9.7 (Jennifer Sculley) What a wonderful fusion of a focus on objects with the framing of 
the activities surrounding them!  Once again, a chart serves as an excellent template both 
in the field and during the write-up.  Add to that choice this researcher’s table on the most 
and least important play-objects and her radial diagram on who’s playing with what and 
how often, and we see a rich payoff in insights here indeed.  This is how we end up with 
unexpected, potentially powerful insights as well as new, unexpected, potentially 
powerful questions.  Both are exactly what we need at the end of the day, as we plan our 
next session in the field. 
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Jennifer Sculley
Report date: Monday, November 3rd, 2014
Exercise nine: Object mapping 2

Observation date: Tuesday, October 28th, 2014
Duration: 60 minutes (10:32 a.m.–11:32 a.m.)
Location: Family troop habitat

In this second object mapping exercise, I will be focusing on the family 
troop and observing instances of play. I am looking for: 
1. Why an activity constitutes play—what are the clues?
2. How the activity is different than non-play activities.
3. Interactions with fixed or unfixed objects during playful activity.
4. Who is involved in the playful activities.

Reflection/explanation notes from 10.27.14 are noted in the column to 
the left. Duration in seconds noted in observations were “Mississippi” 
seconds. Distances noted in observations are “best guess” estimations. 
[Additions to flush out sentences from field notes in brackets.]

Context
We are not doing interval research this time, so I timestamped my notes 
just for context; they do not follow any particular pattern. I still refer to 
locations and objects by the shorthand I developed in a previous exercise:

Quadrant

 Items
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Jennifer Sculley
Report date: Monday, November 3rd, 2014
Exercise nine: Object mapping 2

Observation date: Tuesday, October 28th, 2014
Duration: 60 minutes (10:32 a.m.–11:32 a.m.)
Location: Family troop habitat

Observation
My strategy during this observation was to note anything that struck me as play in the moment. As part of my 
reflection, I am thinking more deeply about why each instance I noted either does or doesn’t constitute play.

Overall, there was little interaction between the gorillas during this observation period. However, the kids 
in particular were still active even if they weren’t interacting with one another. Based on the readings, I was 
thinking about the concept of “play” in the following ways:

1) Doing something that is “normal,” then giving it a twist, to make it a source of amusement. 
    Since there was a lot of individual activity occuring, most of what I identified as play would probably more 
    understandably be described as “amusement.”

2) At least one of the individuals engaged in a potentially playful activity is young.

3) The activity does not seem to have any immediate, specific, survival-related purpose at the time, but what the 
    individual is learning or gaining from it could provide such an advantage, one day.

4) Whether any party involved seemed to perceive a real threat to their actual status.

Time
(a.m.) Who Objects Where Description Why I think it is or isn’t play 

[11.3.14 reflection]

10:30 Nayembi [Frozen] juice Q4, ground [Quickly] taking juice while looking at 
Kwan.

It seemed as though Nayembi was “playing” 
with Kwan by taking something she knew she 
shouldn’t be taking. Her looking directly at 
Kwan while she did this seemed to indicate 
that she knew she shouldn’t be taking it, or at 
least that it was a challenge or taking a small 
risk to do so. I can’t be positive if Kwan saw 
her or not, but if he did he didn’t react, possi-
bly showing that he didn’t feel any real threat 
to his status or that he wasn’t seriously irritated.

10:32 Patty & 
Bana Head of lettuce Roof [Patty running back and forth] swatting at 

leaves of lettuce [Bana was holding]

Bana didn’t react to Patty swatting at her food, 
which made me feel like she was passively 
participating in Patty’s play to “steal” some 
food. Stealing food could be advantageous 
one day, but could also be socially taboo.

10:37 Patty Lettuce, hammock 
3 Hammock 3 Tossing lettuce [over the edge of the ham-

mock]

Definitely didn’t seem to be any survival-related 
purpose to this act, but it did seem to be a 
source of amusement for Patty.

10:38 Nayembi Hammock 3 strap, 
rope

Stump -> 
Hammock 3

Traveling in an unusual way. On her back 
[with the strap of H3 and a rope/vine sup-
porting her upper back and feet] scooting 
herself along.

This seemed like #1 mentioned above. 
Nayembi did go from one place to another, 
but she didn’t do it in the most efficient way, 
which suggested her “method” of getting there 
was what was more important.

10:48 Nayembi Foot Tree
Hits bottom of foot with hand [more like a 
drumming, hit it a few times quickly in a 
row]

I wondered whether this drumming or beating 
behavior served a purpose like communication 
of some type, in general. 
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Jennifer Sculley
Report date: Monday, November 3rd, 2014
Exercise nine: Object mapping 2

Observation date: Tuesday, October 28th, 2014
Duration: 60 minutes (10:32 a.m.–11:32 a.m.)
Location: Family troop habitat

Time
(a.m.) Who Objects Where Description Why I think it is or isn’t play 

[11.3.14 reflection]

10:51 Nayembi Cauliflower Perch 2
Tossed cauliflower [that she was holding] 
as if by accident, while looking [directly] at 
Rollie, very sneaky-like.

Similar to how she looked at Kwan as she 
stole the frozen juice, she seemed to look Rol-
lie straight in the eye as she tossed the food to 
the ground. It almost seemed like she was pro-
voking Rollie to react so that she could “play” 
with her. I’ve seen human children do this.

10:53 Patty & 
Nayembi Nayembi Perch 2 Patty swatted Nayembi, then they scuffled, 

Patty showed her teeth a bit.

This seemed like it could be a very brief 
encounter that could be role play for an actual 
dangerous encounter with another gorilla. 

10:54 Patty & 
Nayembi Rope Q3, high Passed each other in an exaggerated way.

This seemed like it could be a very brief 
encounter that could be role play for an actual 
dangerous encounter with another gorilla. 

10:56 Patty Chain link [attach-
ment] on rope Hammock 3

Patty is laying on back, putting finger 
through the link, [flexing her finger against it 
until it pops free] over and over again.

This seemed as though she was just amusing 
or challenging herself in some way. This may 
be a stretch, but it could help with small motor 
skills or to know her own hand/finger strength.

10:57 Patty Bana Hammock 3 Patty is exploring [Bana’s hair.] Bana 
doesn’t react.

In this instance, it didn’t seem as though Patty 
was grooming Bana intently. It seemed to be 
done lazily, more for her amusement than for 
Bana to be well-groomed. However, while I 
haven’t seen much grooming activity it seems 
like this is a useful skill to develop.

10:59 Nayembi Hook of rope Perch 2

Nayembi holds on to the hook [attached 
above perch 2] and swings, lands with 
her feet on [the top of a nearby piece of] 
bamboo

This seemed as though Nayembi was chal-
lenging herself and developing her control and 
agility through a moment of play.

11:00 Nayembi Bamboo Q3, high -> 
roof

Travels in a way as if she is challenging 
herself.

Again, went from one place to another, but not 
in the most efficient way. Seemed to be taking 
a difficult way deliberately.

11:03 Patty Own lip Hammock 3 Pulls down on her lip after [appearing to eat 
something from her nose]

This act seemed pretty mindless, but maybe 
it helps her to have a better sense of her own 
body.

11:04 Patty Bana Hammock 3 Grooming, looking through fur and eating 
[something]

Again, done lazily, but could be learning 
grooming behavior through play.

11:05 Nayembi Own body Q3, high on 
rope

While sitting, opens mouth wide and sticks 
tongue in and out [of mouth], licks own foot, 
pulling and holding own tongue with hand

Seemed to be testing the limits of her own 
body. Could help build awareness of what she 
can and can’t do.

11:08 Patty Own body Hammock 3 Picking at ears, nails, nose, examining what-
ever is discovered, puts it in mouth.

Again, done lazily, but could be learning 
grooming behavior through play.

11:11 Nayembi Left leg Perch 2 [Holding] leg up [in the air while laying on 
back], resting on a rope

Again, perhaps building a better sense of her 
own body and movements.

11:12 Bana Patty Hammock 3 Bana reacts to Patty moving or picking [at 
her]

I’m unsure of whether this was play or not. 
She could have legitimately been annoyed 
by Patty’s “grooming” or reacting in a small 
gesture of play. 

11:14 Nayembi Rope P2 -> roof Transit by hanging on rope [with hands]
Again, went from one place to another, but not 
in the most efficient way. Seemed to be taking 
a difficult way deliberately.

11:18 Patty & 
Nayembi Rope Stump -> 

Hammock 1
As they passed each other, lunged at each 
other.

This seemed like it could be a very brief 
encounter that could be role play for an actual 
dangerous encounter with another gorilla. 
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Jennifer Sculley
Report date: Monday, November 3rd, 2014
Exercise nine: Object mapping 2

Observation date: Tuesday, October 28th, 2014
Duration: 60 minutes (10:32 a.m.–11:32 a.m.)
Location: Family troop habitat

Time
(a.m.) Who Objects Where Description Why I think it is or isn’t play 

[11.3.14 reflection]

11:20 Patty & 
Nayembi Hook [Perch 2] Nayembi hangs from hook and patty bats at 

her as she swings.
This seemed to be an exercise in “attack” and 
evasion

11:23 Nayembi Strap of hammock 
3

Hammock 
3, high, on 
bamboo

Batted [drummed] the band with her hands, 
then plucked it like an instrument. Then 
plucked the other band (the one closest to 
the roof) over and over.

I wondered whether this drumming or beating 
behavior served a purpose like communication 
of some type, in general. 

11:25 Nayembi [& 
Patty] Roof Roof

Knocks on roof with back of fist, plucks 
band. Patty is doing the same for a bit while 
laying on her stomach in hammock 3 facing 
Nayembi.

I wondered whether this drumming or beating 
behavior served a purpose like communication 
of some type, in general. 

11:26 Nayembi Strap of hammock 
3 Roof Mouths the strap

While it seemed to be done in amusement, I 
wondered whether this could be her investigat-
ing the material in a way she can’t with her 
hands, or whether it had anything to do with 
ownership or her relationship to this object 
since I’ve seen the bachelors “mouth” each 
other.

11:27 Nayembi Strap Roof Taps [pokes] strap on bottom with fingers of 
left hand [over and over]

Because this was more poking than drumming, 
I wondered if she was learning about the char-
acteristics of the item. For instance, that if she 
pulled it, it gave, and then bounced back. 

11:32 Nayembi [Dried] grass Roof Tosses [a clump] of dried grass over her 
head [as she walks forward]

Being able to throw items or get items out of 
her way could be a useful skill one day.
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Jennifer Sculley
Report date: Monday, November 3rd, 2014
Exercise nine: Object mapping 2

Observation date: Tuesday, October 28th, 2014
Duration: 60 minutes (10:32 a.m.–11:32 a.m.)
Location: Family troop habitat

Insights
What objects seem to be most important for play activity? Which objects seem least important for play?

Most important* Least important*

Food
Hammock straps
The mothers (as objects or potential playmates)
The other kid (as playmates)
Rope
Chain links/hooks
Bamboo
Own body
Roof
[Dried] grass

Bahati
Kwan
Perch 1
The ground
The walls
Hammock 2
The log
The glass
The stump
The tree

* This list only represents this particular observation. During other observations objects that were not used this time have been very important to play. 

Important note: I did not take inventory of all of the objects that were available to play with. This was a big oversight. For instance, I do not know whether the 

fabric sheets the kids like were available on this day.

The objects that were the most popular during this observation seemd to be things that could be held, grasped, 
hit, thrown or otherwise explored. In general, the adults all seemed to be resting, and the kids seemed to stay 
fairly nearby their mothers. I think this played a large part in the chosen play activities and limited the kids to 
more individual play compared with the play activity I’ve seen during other observations. 

While Bahati and Kwan weren’t directly involved in any play, it seems likely that the kids avoided playing 
around where they were (I believe Bahati was in perch 1 for most of the observation). In that way, could actually 
be a very important consideration in the play activity. 

What happens if you treat other individuals as objects, in this respect? Are there any individuals in the group 
who generally seem more or less central for the activity of play? Are any specific individuals more or less central 
to certain kinds of play?

The kids seemed to treat their mothers as play objects during this observation, with grooming play and treating 
them as obstacles to getting something they wanted. Conversely, the kids seemed to view each other more as 
role play partners, with whom they can play-fight, evade, chase and swat.

In general, Nayembi seems to be the instigator of a lot of play activities and the most active in play in general.
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Jennifer Sculley
Report date: Monday, November 3rd, 2014
Exercise nine: Object mapping 2

Observation date: Tuesday, October 28th, 2014
Duration: 60 minutes (10:32 a.m.–11:32 a.m.)
Location: Family troop habitat

Reflections

Something that has helped me a lot over the last two assignments is to look 
carefully at the information I need to collect for the assignment and then make a 
table out of those categories in which I take my field notes. This seems like it has 
worked well from the perspective of data completeness and it has been easier 
to take notes in the field. If I could remind myself in the moment to also focus on 
“how” something happens with great detail in this format I think that would be 
pretty good data to work with. 

Spending a little more time describing the context in detail at the beginning 
of this observation (and all of my observations really) could have helped to 
identify potential causes for big shifts in observed behavior during our class 
time. For instance, what may be the reason for the kids being less active during 
our observation today? It could be the time of the observation, the season, the 
weather or something else altogether, but a strong contextual description at the 
outset of each observation could have helped determine those larger patterns of 
behavior.

What was difficult, as expected, was knowing what constituted play. As I 
observed, I began to think of it as almost anything that didn’t have a practical 
or survival-related purpose. So, even something as simple as idly plucking at 
the chain link holding the hammock started to seem like play. However, that 
may be looking at it too broadly. This is where the frame comes in to question. 
While Patty might just have been occupying herself with some quiet, independent 
recreation, I’d never know if somehow she had made a game of it in her mind.

There also seemed to be several situations in which the kids were challenging 
themselves in some way. For instance, taking a very unorthodox route to get from 
point A to point B. To me that seemed like play, because it seemed as though 
it must have been an action that was deliberately decided upon. But again, I’ll 
never really know her frame of mind. 

The kids treating the adults as objects or seeming to do things to entice them into 
“play” was especially interesting. At least, that’s how I interpreted the instances 
of Nayembi looking directly at Kwan while taking some frozen juice or looking 
directly at Rollie while throwing food over the side of the nest. While it could also 
be interpreted as her seriously trying to get away with something, somehow it 
seemed as though if she was truly intimidated or brazenly challenging the troop’s 
hierarchy it seems like that would be manifested in a number of other ways that I 
haven’t necessarily seen. It seemed consistent that she is allowed to bend the rules 
at her age and she was testing the boundaries. Part of the reason I framed that as 
play is because I’ve seen human children of that age act in the exact same way: 
they will make an exaggerated show of dropping a toy or tossing food in hopes 
of getting a reaction out of an adult, basically making the adults their unwitting 
playmates.
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